Calling into Question the Efficacy of Evidence-Based Medicine: Is It Always the Best Approach? Is That Really the Placebo Effect?
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Abstract

The techniques of evidence-based medicine (EBM) are being frequently used recently. The generally accepted theory is that if a medicine is not absorbed by the body, it will have no effect. However, the author has noticed that even when substances, including medicines, are not absorbed by the body, they can have a marked effect. In some cases, just bringing the substance close to the body can have an effect; in such cases, the efficacy of EBM for estimating the therapeutic value of medicines may be debatable. Therefore, a more accurate evaluation method should be devised. The author proposes that another group be introduced into trials. This group would include subjects who were exposed to but did not have an opportunity to absorb the medicine being tested.
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1. Introduction

The techniques of evidence-based medicine (EBM) are being frequently used recently for evaluating the efficacy of medical technology and medicines [1]-[3]. The quality of the evaluation can range from meta-analysis and systematic reviews of double-blind, placebo-controlled clinical trials at the top end to conventional wisdom at the bottom (Table 1). The top three forms of evidence are as follows: 1) obtained from at least one properly designed randomized controlled trial; 2) obtained from well-designed controlled trials without randomization; and 3) obtained from well-designed cohort or case-control analytic studies, preferably from more than one center or
Table 1. Levels of evidence for therapeutic studies*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Type of evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1A</td>
<td>Systematic review (with homogeneity) of RCTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B</td>
<td>Individual RCT (with narrow confidence intervals)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1C</td>
<td>All or none study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A</td>
<td>Systematic review (with homogeneity) of cohort studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B</td>
<td>Individual cohort study (including low quality RCT, e.g., &lt;80% follow-up)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2C</td>
<td>“Outcomes” research; Ecological studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3A</td>
<td>Systematic review (with homogeneity) of case-control studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3B</td>
<td>Individual case-control study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Case series (and poor quality cohort and case-control studies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Expert opinion without explicit critical appraisal or based on physiology bench research or “first principles”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*From the Centre for Evidence-based Medicine, http://www.cebm.net (last checked: 8 Jan. 2015).

Research group. These methods are based on the concept that medicines have no efficacy unless they are directly absorbed by the body. However, there is a report that the Bi-Digital O-Ring Test [4] can be used to quickly detect the effect (positive or negative) of foods and nutritional supplements for an individual without taking them. This test suggests that even if these aren’t taken in, a body reacts [5]. The purpose of this report is to call into question the reliability of EBM using evidence collected from two subjects who showed physical changes when exposed to substances that were not absorbed by their bodies.

2. Case Reports

2.1. Case 1

Subject and methods

The subject was a woman in her 40s, who had previously suffered a herniated lumbar disc about five years before the experiment which will be described below. The orthopedic doctor in charge suggested an operation to her at that time. However, her symptoms improved with occlusal treatment and drug treatment. Although, she did not feel any pain in her daily life, she felt pain in her back when the straight leg raising (SLR) test was performed on her right leg (Figure 1). Before the test, the subject was blindfolded to eliminate any psychological influences. A package of traditional Chinese medicine (Figure 2) which was judged to be effective by the Bi-Digital O-Ring Test [4] [5], was then slightly cut open and placed near the right side of the subject’s back. Next, the SLR test was repeated and the subject’s physical condition was assessed. In a second test, the unblindfold subject’s finger floor distance (FFD) was measured. First, the subject was asked to bend forward at the waist, and her FFD was assessed. Second, the same package of Chinese medicine was placed on the floor just in front of her. Further, the subject’s FFD was reassessed.

Results

The subject exhibited physical changes during both tests. When the medicine was placed near her back during the first test, she no longer reported back pain when the SLR test was performed on her right leg. Moreover, her joint mobility also showed improvement (Figure 3). When the subject’s initial FFD was measured, it was approximately 15 cm (Figure 4). However, once the medicine was placed in front of her, she was able to touch the floor (Figure 5). When the medicine was removed while the subject was touching the floor, her FFD returned to 15 cm. Further, when a double amount of medicine was placed in front of her, she was still able to touch the floor; however, when the amount was tripled, her FFD returned to 15 cm. At the time of submitting, her back condition was still stable. The author suggested that she tape the medicine to her back if her lumbago becomes worse.

In order to watch the actual experiment described in this case, please visit You Tube movie: Criticism of EBM (Evidence-based Medicine)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SscNNlfgfaU
(last checked: 8 Jan 2015)
Figure 1. The blindfold subject had complaining of pain during right straight leg raising (SLR) test at her right back.

Figure 2. Chinese medicine extract judged to be effective for the subject’s back pain.

Figure 3. When the author made a small cut in a bag of the Chinese medicine extract indicated on Figure 2 and put it in the place where the author approached a subject (the medication was not touching the subject), the pain at her back disappeared and also increased a joint mobility at the time of SLR.
Figure 4. When the subject bent her body forward, the finger floor distance (FFD) was approximately 15 cm.

Figure 5. When the Chinese medication extract (indicated in Figure 2) was located in front of the subject (arrow), her fingertip touched the floor. When the amount of extract was doubled, her fingertip was located at same position, the forward bending amount did not change; however, when the extract was tripled, her FFD returned to 15 cm.

### 2.2. Case 2

**Subject, method, and result**

The subject was a woman in her 60s. She had a lower full denture. It was made of resin (Polymethyl methacrylate) and alloy (Au 87%, Pt 11%, and the other). It was judged to be effective by the Bi-Digital O-Ring Test [4] [5]. When she bent forward while blindfolded without her denture, her FFD was about 3 cm. When the denture was secretly placed near her feet, she was able to touch the floor with her fingertips. When the denture was removed, she was unable to keep her fingertips on the floor because of the tension of her legs. When the denture was placed in her mouth, she could bend more easily than when the denture was placed near her feet.

### 3. Discussion

The techniques of EBM are frequently being used recently [1]-[3]. This study reveals that even when substances, including medicines, do not enter the body, they can have a marked effect on joint mobility. This appears to be true even when the substances are simply in close proximity to the body, indicating that medicine can influence
a patient’s condition in three ways: 1) the medicine can be absorbed by the body; 2) it can have an effect when in close proximity to the body; and 3) it can cause a placebo effect. The author suggests that the first mechanism be called the direct effect and the second be called the indirect effect of the medicine. Therefore, the outcome of taking any medicine will be the sum of the direct and indirect effects of the medicine on the patient. Modern Western medicine, including EBM, ignores the indirect effect. The indirect effect can have serious implications for the accuracy of the testing of new drugs. In the case of cohort studies, which are said to provide relatively high levels of evidence, subjects are divided into two groups. One group comprises those who take the medicine, and the other group comprises those who do not. The indirect effect could have unnoticed effects on such tests. For example, in the control group, some members may have medicine in their pockets. Despite the medicine being present in the pockets, real physical effects may be noticed on the individuals; such effects will not be classified as authentic by the investigators. These effects will be defined as placebo effects. When comparing effects, subjects should be classified into three groups: 1) those who took medicine; 2) those who had medicine in close proximity but did not take it; and 3) those from whom medicine is kept away and not taken. In randomized controlled trials (RCTs), a placebo is administered to some subjects, while the target medication is administered to others. The results are then compared. A placebo should have no positive or negative effects on subjects. However, if the placebo exerts a strong indirect effect on the body, the evaluation of the test medication could then be inaccurate. In summary, drug effectiveness measurements based on EBM cannot be trusted because of the indirect effect, which has not been accounted for in EBM to date. Moreover, according to Western pharmacological theory, the larger the dose of medicine taken, the greater the effect of the medicine (dose-response relationship) [6]. However, this study suggests that the dose-response relationship does not consider the indirect effect of a medicine. It shows that at some point, increasing the dose facilitates reaching the maximum level of indirect effect, following which, the efficacy of the medicine declines as the dose is increased. The mechanism underlying the indirect effect remains unclear; therefore, this decline in effectiveness cannot be presently explained. Further research is required. One hypothesis is that the indirect effect is the result of the unique electromagnetic waves emitted by every substance, including medicines. An indication of this comes from the packaging of the medicine used in this experiment. When the package, made of aluminum, was unopened, the patient was shielded from the medicine and little indirect effect was observed. However, when the package was cut open, the indirect effect became stronger. The author confirmed that even if the opening in the package is sealed using Scotch tape, to prevent exposing the subject to the volatile components of the medicine or from the aromatic effect of the medicine, the same result occurs. The author believes that the mechanism which is causing the indirect effects on the subject is something like electromagnetic waves. That is, it can be blocked by aluminum foil, such as that used in the package of the Chinese medicine, but it can pass through plastics, such as the Scotch tape. The author has suggested that the electromagnetic waves emitted by cell phones and PCs may cause scoliosis, balance dysregulation, and joint mobility disorder [7]-[13]. The author has also reported that such issues decreased when aluminum foil was placed between an electromagnetic wave-emitting electronic device and the subject [8] [13]. To date, according to a dose-response relationship, it is said that the larger the dose of medicine taken, the greater the effect of the medicine [6]. However, based on these results, when a medication is judged to be ineffective, a decrease in the dosage should also be considered.

If there are severe side effects, the indirect effect could be much better than the direct effect. For example, medicine could be placed in the patient’s pocket. The patient would receive the benefits of the indirect effect of the medicine without the side effects of the direct effect. In such a case, the efficacy of EBM for estimating the therapeutic value of medicines may be debatable. In another case, the placebo used by the control group may have noticeable indirect effects on the body. Moreover, in such a case, the results of past randomized controlled trials and cohort or case-control studies may be inaccurate. Therefore, an evaluation method more accurate than EBM is desired. I propose that a third group be introduced into trials. This group should include subjects who were exposed to but who did not ingest the test medicine, eliminating the inaccuracies that are present in the current testing methods. Even if the indirect effect has unwanted side effects, they can be quickly stopped by removing the medicine. This phenomenon can be easily confirmed through reproducing the authors experiment. Each time a different metal is placed on the floor in front of a subject, their observed FFD will change. This report has presented two cases that clear show the indirect effects of dental materials and medicines on the flexibility of two subjects. Unfortunately, two cases are not a large enough group to be statistically valid. The author hopes to collect further evidence in the future in order to show that these results are wide-spread and quantifiable.
4. Conclusion

Three action mechanisms of medicines are believed to exist: the direct, the indirect, and placebo effects. The indirect effect is ignored in modern Western medicine. If there is an effect, which is because of the indirect effect, it is classified as the placebo effect. However, the cases presented in this paper reveal that even when substances, including medicine, are not absorbed by the body, they can have a noticeable effect on joint mobility. In such a case, the results of past randomized controlled trials and cohort or case-control studies may be inaccurate. Therefore, an evaluation method more accurate than EBM should be devised. The author proposes that a third group be introduced into trials. This group would include subjects who were exposed to but who did not ingest the test medicine, thereby eliminating the inaccuracies present in the present testing methods.
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